An implementation of a novel of glass-based detector with fast response and wide detection range is needed to increase resolution for ultra-high energy cosmic rays detection. Such detector has been designed and built for the Horizon-T detector system at Tien Shan highaltitude Science Station. The main characteristics, such as design, duration of the detector pulse and calibration of a single particle response are discussed.
Introduction
"Horizon-T" detector system is constructed to study Extensive Air Shower (EAS) caused by cosmic particles of energies higher than 10 16 eV [1] . The system consists of eight charged particle detection points and one Vavilov-Cherenkov detector located at Tien Shan high-altitude Science Station, a part of P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences. "Horizon-T" is used to study space-time distribution of the charged particles in EAS disk, and Vavilov-Cherenkov radiation from it. Each detection point consists of scintillator detector (SD) constructed from the 1 m 2 plastic scintillator [2] that is 5 cm thick and is read out by Hamamatsu [3] PMT R7723, and glass detector (GD) with thick optical glass [4] that is further discussed in this paper. They register time distribution of the charged particles density during EAS disk passage through each detection point. Data is analyzed by the novel method using timing information from signal pulse shape from each detector.
Cherenkov glass detector physics in simulation
Glass is a widely used as a medium for high-energy physics (HEP) experiments for Cherenkov detector construction. This section briefly revisits physics behind Cherenkov detectors from the point of view of construction a simulation.
As particle travels through the glass, total number of emitted photons is calculated using standard Bethe-Bloch formula in a simplified form [5]: where -number of particles per unit length, -fine structure constant, 1 , 2 -wavelengths corresponding to the maximum energy range of the most efficient performance of PMT ( 1 ≈ 300 , 2 ≈ 500 ), ≈ 1 -corresponding velocity of the incoming particles, ≈ 1.6glass refraction index. In principle, refraction index is a function of wavelength, but it can be averaged over a small wavelengths range for simplicity as the small differences don't impact the simulation outcome. Photon emission along progenitor particle's trajectory can be considered as a Poisson process with mean equal to the product of the average number of emitted photons per mm (~40 photons per mm from eq. 1) and the step of propagation. When applied for a 3cm path length, calculations result in ~1000-1500 photons being emitted for each particle. Each photon is assigned a uniform polar angle and angle = cos −1 1 (known as Cherenkov angle, ≈ 51.3 0 for ≈ 1.6) and with respect to the trajectory of the progenitor that are converted into coordinate system associated with glass. Due to glass thickness, the initial photon emission time is same as the parent particle passage time ~ 100 ps.
As light reaches the sides of the glass, depending on the incident angle and whether side is painted or not different processes may occur. For unpainted sides, photon is reflected back if its angle of incidence is larger than the critical angle, or escapes the glass at the refracted angle obtained from Snell's law. Critical angle value is determined by the total internal reflection condition:
= . For ≈ 1.6 and ≈ 1 we get ≈ 38.7 0 . For the painted sides diffusive reflection modeling is used for obtaining new photon zenith and polar angles [6] . Photons can also be absorbed at the detector sides and it is implemented as a fixed absorption probability.
Simulation of the GD

Detector module description
The simulation of the detector module was done using ROOT framework [7] . The simulation code has been initially developed in order to determine the most appropriate materials and geometry for the detector module construction for HorizonT-Kazakhstan (HT-KZ) experiment [8] , a distributed detector system under R&D at Nazarbayev University (NU), Astana, Kazakhstan. The same simulation code has been used to check the properties of the developed GD design and to compare results of the simulation with the calibration data obtained for the Horizon-T experiment [9] , specifically the light detection uniformity from different parts of detection volume. The graphical representation of the simulated glass detector is shown in Figure 1 .
The sides of the glass are painted black to reduce multiple reflections, whereas the bottom side of the glass is painted white to reflect photons diffusively. Such model results in more efficient light detection and has already been used for HT-KZ detector modules simulation [8] . Diffusion reflection is used for reflection from the painted sides, modeling the angle of reflection discussed above.
Simulation algorithm
A sample of ~10 5 particles is processed for each run, where each particle gets assigned linearly distributed random initial (x,y,z) -coordinates on the top face of the glass base and uniform zenith (within selected range) and polar angles with respect to the glass surface for the total of five random variables. Then every photon that is produced along the particle track is propagated till it reaches the side of the glass and probabilities of it being reflected, absorbed or escaped from the glass are determined using Monte-Carlo process [10] . Only photons that exit the glass from the PMT side are propagated towards PMT region: they can be absorbed at the sides of the shell along the way or reach PMT region and saved as 'detected'. The size of the propagation step can be varied (0.5mm for the results presented); the influence of the step size on the result is taken as a systematic error. Two histograms are produced: number of detected photons vs initial (x,y) -coordinates of their parent particle and time of photons arrival to PMT for each detected photon. The first histogram indicates the spatial probability of photons reaching the PMT from different parts of the glass; the second is used to determine the width of light pulse detected by PMT (no internal PMT effects are applied). These results are used to qualitatively assess performance of various module arrangements and the detected signal width.
Simulation validity
Simulation of SD has been tested to check the simulation validity and its correspondence to the experimental measurements. A sample of 5 * 10 4 photons has been used. The obtained spatial distribution of the detected photons is in Figure 2 : A light yield of ~ 32 detected photons per particle has been obtained. This simulation data is used to qualitatively assess the non-uniformity of light detection by the PMT in this geometry. First, we divide histogram of spatial distribution of detected photons by histogram of spatial distribution of progenitor particles. Then, we take number of detected photons per particle along 8 separate lines: both diagonals, x = 150, 250, 350, y = 150, 250, 350mm. We get 8 1Dhistograms, all of them are normalized such that maximum of each histogram is 1. Then, the mean and the standard deviation for each histogram are calculated. Uniformity coefficient (average weight) is computed as a mean of all 8 means calculated previously. For SD it is equal to 0.69±0.11, which corresponds to the experimental measurement mentioned in section 4.2.
Simulation results
PMT placement
At first stage, option for PMT placement has been tested: first -with PMT above glass (Figure 3 ), second -with PMT below glass (Figure 4) . A sample of 10 5 particles has been used for both cases. Simulation results show that the first option gives more efficient light yield (≈3.65 detected photons per particle) than the option with PMT below glass does (≈3.19 detected photons per particle), thus, the first geometry has been used for the next stages. 
Detector response uniformity
From Figure 3 , a total of ~3.65*10 5 photons are detected. More photons are detected from the particles passing near the glass center. One can notice that the peak of the distribution is displaced from the geometric center. This is due to the Cherenkov angle, because the emitted photons are not concentrated at one place, but they are spread over corresponding area. Notably less detected photons originate from the particles passing near corners. Such behavior is expected, since the sides of the glass are painted black to reduce the pulse width. For chosen arrangement of GD the average weight of 0.77±0.02 has been obtained. This value can be used for calibration of GD minimum ionizing particle response.
Pulse width
The distribution of the PMT detected photons arrival time is shown in Figure 5 . Full width at half-maximum of the distribution is ~ 1.5ns. This value is much bigger than the light production time in glass (~ 100ps). Such increase can be explained by the fact that the detected photons experience many reflections on the sides of the glass and the shell and require additional time to arrive to the PMT. The distribution can be fitted by the following function:
where ( ′) -photon propagation function, which depends on atomic properties of the detector's materials, ( ) = 1 √2 − 2 2 2 . Detailed derivation and discussion of eq. 2 can be found in [11] .
Experimental measurements 4.1 MIP Signal Response Calibration
The response of each SD and GD to minimally ionizing particle (MIP) is calibrated in double coincidence setup using a secondary trigger comprised of MELTZ [12] FEU49 and a 15 cm diameter scintillator that is placed under each detector center during calibration process. This process yields the area of single MIP signal from each detector. In order to comply with analysis process, MIP area is defined between 10% and 90% of the pulse total area. MIP calibration for all detectors at different bias voltages is shown in [9] . In order to compare with the detector simulation, the single photo-electron (PE) area calibration for R7723 PMT is done in order to approximate photon count per MIP. Figure 6 shows the single PE pulse area at 1700V with pedestal subtracted. The single PE response is calibrated at different PMT bias voltages from 1300V to 2000V to cover biases of all detectors. The resultant single PE area vs bias voltage is shown in Figure 7Error ! Reference source not found..
PE number for each scintillator and glass detector is calculated using MIP pulse area and single PE PMT response area of corresponding detector. Signal losses in each cable [13] and presence of impedance matching resistor are also taken into account. As a result, average PE number obtained for SD is 18.5 ± 1.2 photons, and PE number for GD is 3.6 ± 0.4 photons. 
SD Detector Response Uniformity
SD detector has the pyramid-shaped enclosure with 100 cm x 100 cm x 5 cm plastic scintillator placed at the bottom, and a PMT placed 60 cm above the scintillator. The MIP signal calibration is done at the center of SD or GD, however, particles arrive randomly. Thus, a number of particles will be distributed uniformly across the detector area, and we need to measure the non-uniformity of detector response in order to estimate the charged particle flux through each SD.
In order to measure the non-uniformity, each SD is scanned using 60 Co radioactive source across lines x = 20 cm, x = 80 cm and two diagonals. Output current from PMT with dark current (e.g. without rad. source) subtracted is recorded. Data is normalized to maximal value for uniformity comparison across different lines. The I/ vs distance is shown in Figure 8 . Light yield of scintillator itself is uniform across its volume; the rest is the effect of the detector shape. Based on that, the normalized detector response data is scaled to an average value by different weights. Average weight value is obtained by finding a line such as the area under it equals to the area under the data points. Average weight value for several SDs is 0.70 ± 0.06.
Conclusion
Design and implementation of GD are discussed. The main characteristics of GD obtained from simulation are presented, and simulation comparison to experimental measurements of SD characteristics is shown as a validation. According to the results, GD has a better uniformity than SD, but SD has higher light yield. The results are summarized in the Table   0 Along х=20 Along x=80 Average weight 1 below. The simulation has been validated by scintillator with white edges options with close matching to measured values within corresponding uncertainties. 
